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Visual areas have been identified by
subjective inspection of functional flat map
data- prone to error and bias.

Identify retinotopic
visual areas in
human cortex with
functional MRI
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Logothetis, Scientific
American, 1999

•In visual cortex, the retina’s map
is preserved in several distinct
‘visual areas’
•We measure activity in visual
cortex with functional MR
•By stimulating different regions of
the visual field in sequence, we
can visualize the retinotopic maps
on cortex
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1. Model the expected pattern of activity
with a ‘template’ image
2. Fit the template to the measured data
3. Visual areas derived from template
1. Create templates
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Note: right visual field
activates left hemisphere only

2. Warp templates to fit measured data
Flatten cortical sheet to better
visualize data (see poster # 12)
The Economist, January 27, 2001

The templates (T1, T2) are simultaneously elastically
deformed to fit the measured data (R1, R2) by
minimizing both the difference between T1 & R1 and
between T2 & R2 (the Error), as well as the strain
energy (the Strain) of the deformation field (u,v).
Error(u,v) = T1(x+u, y+v) - R1 + T2(x+u, y+v) - R2
Strain(u,v) =

1cm
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The user draws two lines on the measured data (the
reference images, R1 and R2) to create the initial
templates (T1 and T2).
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are constants which determine the elasticity properties.)

Cortical Magnification computed from
objectively-defined iso-angle lines
The retinotopic maps are distorted.
The central visual field is overrepresented. We can measure this
‘cortical magnification’.
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